It's very disheartening to see that yet again the state of CT is trying
to coral all the non vaxers into one big box and push herd immunity.
Taking away religious exemptions is a complete smack in the face
to people who use these forms due to a legitimate religious belief.
There are many parents who use this form because it is literally their
only option. Getting your doctor to sign a med exempt form doesn't
happen easily or often, and doesn't even apply in many situations,
especially when it just comes to preference of just choosing no.
So currently if you do not want a vaccine and still want to give your
children an education, etc. we are required to submit some type of
documentation proving why, so if we can't say medical, the only
choice we have is religious exemption. PLEASE GIVE US THE
PHILOSOPHICAL EXEMPTION CHOICE. Parents just want a say
in what and when we inject our children and do not want to feel
forced to adhere to the governments schedule if we don't agree with
it. A parent should be able to say "no i do not consent to a vaccine,
flu shot, etc" without ANY questions asked, we could fill out the
proper form to follow guidelines, and it could all be good. But it
seems the state doesn't want this to be logical, it seems its only
about pushing vaccines.
It is an insult to parents in CT to take away their choice when it
comes to medical care for their child. If you get to choose what
foods, medications, etc. that you get to put into your body, WHY in
the world would it make sense to not get to choose when it comes to
injecting chemicals, live virusus, neurotoxins, etc.
Taking away the right to say either "yes i give consent" or "no i do
not" is just simply not okay. The choice to vaccine or not, get the flu
shot or not, take a slowed schedule for vaccines, etc. should be OUR
CHOICE, not the governments. Taking this away you will destroy
so much more than meets the eye. Home school groups, children

who already attend & love daycares and public schools will be
asked to leave, and so much more forced vaccine rubbish.
As a teacher, I am not anticipating saying goodbye to many of my
students until they choose to meet your standard if the religious
exemption is taken away. PLEASE MAKE RELIGIOUS
EXEMPTIONS ACTUALLY PROVEN FOR RELIGION. GIVE
PHILOSOPHICAL EXEMPTIONS TO EVERYONE ELSE, AND
MEDICALLY EXEMPTIONS STAY THE SAME.
Angie Prindle

